


� Christianity views sex and
children positively – within a
sacramental, covenantal
relationship.

�  The first command of God to
Adam and Eve: “be fruitful and
multiply” (Genesis 1:28).

• From the time of the early Church, the procreation
and education of offspring has been considered one
of the “goods” of marriage.



� Since the 60s, there has been
concern about the growth of
the world’s population.

� The number of humans now
inhabiting the Earth is
around 6.9 billion.

� Our population has
increased nearly 10-fold over
the past 300 years – the
greatest population growth
experienced in human
history.





• Why?: “This population
explosion did not erupt
because people
suddenly began
breeding like rabbits.
Global population
exploded instead
because people finally
stopped dying like flies.”

• -Nicholas Eberstadt,
Harvard University



Predictions of Starvation/Famine:

“In the 1970s hundreds of millions of
people will starve to death in spite of any
programs embarked upon now. At this late
date nothing can prevent a substantial
increase in the world death rate...”

The dire consequences of the population
explosion was popularized by Dr. Paul
Ehrlich’s 1968 best-seller, The Population
Bomb: Population Control or Race to
Oblivion?



Predictions of mass starvation did not come to pass.
Food became cheaper and more plentiful during the
“population explosion.” The famines of the 1980s-
2000s were caused by war and politics, not lack of
resources caused by overpopulation.



�  Demographers now see signs of
an imminent decline in
worldwide population,
a so-called “demographic winter”
by 2050-2100.

�  Factors:

� Sub-replacement

fertility rates

� Abortion

� Contraception

� Breakdown of family









The “birth dearth”

•To sustain population
each woman needs to
average 2.1 children in
developed countries and
3.3 children for
developing countries.

Total Fertility Rates



Current global average: 2.33 children per woman’s
lifetime.



�



  KEY:
  7-8 Children
  6-7 Children
  5-6 Children
  4-5 Children
  3-4 Children
  2-3 Children
  1-2 Children
  0-1 Children

42% of the world is experiencing fertility rates below
replacement levels.



�  Men and women are marrying later and are opting to
have less children.

•  Children are seen as more of a cost than a benefit.

•  Families go to great lengths to prevent the possibility
of having additional children (abortion,
contraceptives, sterilization).



� Each human being is created and sustained by God.
We are made in his image and likeness. We are co-
creators with God of human life.

� Economy can only thrive with population growth.

� Taxation – larger aging population puts pressure on
smaller younger population to provide an increasing
percentage of income for their retirement and
healthcare.

� “Human capital” – we need each new generation to be
leaders, to be innovators – to do their part to better
their communities, families, the world.

� For the Church – declining parishes and schools.



•  Demographic Winter (DVD: 56 mins.) (2008)

• Jacqueline Kasun, The War Against Population:
The Economics and Ideology of World Population
Control (1999)

• Steven Mosher, Population Control: Real Costs,
Illusory Benefits (2008)

• Steve Mosher is coming to Dayton on October 19:
3:30 PM at Sinclair Community College, Bldg. 8

    7 PM at St. Albert Church, Kettering


